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ABSTRACT 
The SLC control system la baaed on a VAX 11/780 Host 

computer with approximately 50 microprocessor cluatera which 
provide distributed intelligence and control of all CAMAC in
terface modulo. This paper will present an overview of the 
system including current status and a description of the •oft-
ware architecture and communication protocol*. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The SLAC Linear Collider (SLC) project will collide high 

intensity bunches of electrons and positrons at a center of mas; 
energy of approximately 100 GeV. The design of the SLC has 
been presented in previous publications.1 Major components 
of the machine include the CID high intensity injector,' the 
upgraded SLAC Z mile Linac, electron and positron damping 
rings, the positron target and return line, the collider fires and 
the final focussing section. The SLC control system must pro
vide the monitoring sad control functions required to reliably 
direct the complex SLC operation. At the same tine it must 
improve the ability of the Linac to deliver beams to the storage 
rings and to other experimental areas. 

2, BASIC ARCHITECTURE 
The SLC control system uses a large central processor and 

a distributed network of 50-70 microprocessor nodes to con
trol and monitor the machine. The logical topology is a star 
network with the host machine coordinating the ^processor 
dusters. The task orfr 'nation for the ^clusters is geograph
ical rather than functional; each duster controls all functions 
for a given area rather than one function for a larger area. The 
host computer is a VAX 11/780 running VMS with a second 
VAX 11/780 used for software development and as a backup 
machine in the event of a hardware failure. The ^computers 
are Multibus Intel 86/30 SBCs with 0.75 Megabytes of RAM, 
an SDLC network communications controller with modem, and 
a 5 Megabit/second aerial Camac link (MBCD). The actual de
vice interface is through Camac with op to 16 Cwnae crates 
per "cluster. The final system will include about 250 Csmac 
crate* and more than 3000 modules. 

Control signals for the SLC Bow along two major paths. 
The Main Drive Line (MDL) transmits all phase and 360 Hz 
fiducial timing information. It is an existing temperature sta
bilised coaxial line which curies the 476 MBc phase reference 
signal with a superimposed fiducial apptatdB Aery 1 millisec
ond before beam time. The SLC timing system uses pro-
graauBable modulo which are synchronized by the fiducial and 
count down the fourth tttihannonic of the 476 MHz wavefoiiu 
to produce adequately timed output signals. The Communi
cations (Coram) Line is a CATV coaxial line with a mid-split 
system of cable amplifiers feeding an up-converter to provide 

* Work supported by t ie Department of Energy, contract 
DE-ACO3-76SFO0S1S. 

approximately 140 MHz of useful bi-directional channel apace. 
These subchannels have been allocated to computer-computer 
networks, terminal-computer networks, high speed command 
broadcast links, private high-bandwidth feedback control chan
nels, general purpose video channels, audio communications 
channels and Comm Line diagnostics. 

Operator interface to the SLC control system is provided by 
multiple Independent control consoles which are (in principle) 
portable and receive information only from the Comm Line. 
Two versions of the console are supported: the Console on 
Wheels (COW) which has a Full complement of interface hard
ware, and the CALF (small COW) which provides a subset of 
COW functionality for a much umaller cost. The COW1 is a 
Multibus /icluster with an Intel 86/12 processor, monochrome 
touch panel, high resolution color graphics display, 4-8 general 
purpose knobs, standard terminal, video monitor, and audio in
tercom. The CALF uses a standard terminal, with optionally 
an audio intercom, to emulate the COW touch panel, knobs, 
terminal and alphanumeric displays. True graphics displays 
are not supported unless the CALF is also equipped with a 
graphics controller. Up to 15 consoles have been active simul
taneously in current operation. 

The primary commui'icstion link between the VAX and 
the control or console ^computers is SLCNET,4 a high speed 
(1 Megabaud) polled network developed at SLAC. The net
work is a logical star with the Host at the center which uses a 
half-duplex SDLC protocol on a subchannel of the SLC Comm 
Line. The VAX SLCNET Channel (VSC) is a high speed bit. 
slice ^processor which controls the sequential polling (> 1200 
polls/second) and provides a DMA channel to the VAX. The 
^clusters use a Computrol SDLC-Multibus interface with cus
tom firmware supplementing the vendor code. The basic proto
cols support synchronized and uosvnchronized reads and writes 
of buffers up to 8102 bytes, in addition to a variety of inter
rupt, broadcast and diagnostic functions. The network is used 
to download programs into the remote ^clusters, to maintain 
the SLC database in the VAX and the (Khistere, to transmit 
commands and responses using the SLC Message Service, to 
send graphics data to the COWs and receive operator input, 
to implement the cross debugging facilities, and to drive remote 
line printers. 

3. SOFTWARE OVERVIEW 
The SLC control system employs a hierarchical distribution 

of intelligence. Where possible, fiat level processing of signals 
is performed by the I/O modules themselves. The jielusters ex
ecute standard algorithms in response to commands from the 
Host computer, and convert measurements to physics unite, 
eg. kilogauss, millimeters, etc. The Boat machine determines 
the operational configuration or the accelerator, m.tntatn. a 
centralized database, generates periodic cheeking and error re
porting, and handles all operator interface functions such as 
display formatting and command transmission. 
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The bottom layer of the SLC software iftdttdes not on 7 
languid and ixtwork support but also the softwsn that de
fines the underlying; architecture. It includes standardised rou
tines Tor terminal I/O, touch panel communication, knob han
dling, database access, meataga services, error reporting, and 
display generation. These routlnss are carefully layered to iso
late the other software levels from the details or network proto
cols. They preside structured and disciplined access to system 
resources. 

The backbone of the control software has been implemented 
as Facilities which provide standard functions and displays 
for each of the major hardware systems, including Timing,' 
Klystrons,' Beam Position Monitors/ Magnets, and Analog 
and Digital Status. Each facility has a dedicated Job in the 
{•clusters, a collection of control, display, and I/O routines in 
the Boat, and a well denned set of functions and error codes for 
meaa>«e communication. All of tlu Facility code el database-
driven eo thai no software modification is needed when addi
tional atandarj devices or new ansa of the machine a n added. 
The micro jobs perform high-level algorithms audi as closed-
loop trimming to set-points,, standard diagnostic procedures, 
and routine monitoring and status reporting. The protocols 
permit actions to be taken on a single device or on a set of 
devices in parallel. 

The highest Uyer of the software uses the functionality 
provided by the facilities to implement global algorithms or 
to provide special, tailored functions or displays not available 
from the standard software. Typical applications may use ma
chine models to perform orbit correction, lattice matching, or 
klystron replacement. Utilities have also been implemented to 
digitise and fit data from profile monitors and to provide au
tomated control and sampling of operator-selected parameters 
which may then be displayed or fit. 

4. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE 
Data Structures 

Data for the SLC controls system is stored in three inter
related data structures. The first, called the database, stores 
static and quasi-static information about the machine. This 
information describes all control connections, device charac
teristics (e.g. magnetisation polynomial fits), and quasi-static 
machine characteristics (e«. values of magnetic fields). The 
dats^ssfhliieraidiicaU identifying devkeehysynibc^nsinee, 
legations, and sequence numbers. Actual data it retrieved by 
reference to secondary symbolic device attributes. No attempt 
is made to store information in the dalsbssr nfersat to only 
one pulse of the machine. The database fc a structure de
signed explicitly for the distributed control architecture of the 
SLC control system. It consists of a matter section of shared 
memory in the Host msehtaa that is divided Into sections for 
each jiduster. 

Information organising the quasi-static values of large seta 
of devices b stared « "configurations*. A configuration is a 
formatted Ascii file Identifying specific devices, secondary con
trollable attributes, and values for these attributes. The canon
ical example of a configuration Is a set of explicitly identified 
magnets and their field values describing an operable lattice 
en the machine. 

In addition to the quasi-static description ej the machine 
which is primarily nugoetk field values and "nominaT values 

of the RF empBtudet and phases, the behavior of the machine 
on a given puke is determined by the ttiggerable oHarices,e«. 
fhyratrons for klystrons, or Hckera for beam manipulations. 
As previously described, all timing is derived {mm the MDL 
by counting the fourth subharmonlc of the RF following an 
AC line synchronised fiducial. A "Beam Definition" is a set of 
values for those counters. The control ffyetem can support up to 
256 independently defined beams, whose sequence is arbitrary 
and determined by the Master Pattern Generator. The data 
structure containing all of the timing information is stored in 
the Host machine aa the T-MatrU. The appropriate subsets of 
the T-Metrix ate transferred to the corresponding pcli ;rc.5 

Communication Protocols 

Communication among processes In the SIC synteto \ ..xi 
either transparently through the shared data structures or ex
plicitly through the SLC message service. Mrasagca are v -d 
to convey commands to the pclustem end command com. .-
tion responses back to the VAX. They are also used for cn~r 
meaaace* or for data from a single pulse such aa beam posi
tion moiiHm readings. All SLC messages Have a simple slruc-
turo consisting of ten words of header InJbraation followed by 
up to 602 words of data. A standard set of interface rou
tines are available to construct messages, to synchronise com
mands and responses from multiple fidustero, and to signal 
error messages.* 

5. HOST SOFTWARE 
SLC Control Programs 

Each user of a consp>i (COW or CALF) has his own ropy 
of the SLC Control Program (SCP). The SCP is the console in
terface to the database, configurations, T-Matrix and the mes
sage services. The SCP manages the console, translates user 
directives, ar j generates displays. The SCP handles only one 
user, and there is no requirement that all SCP'a be identical. 
Because there is a separate copy of the SCP for each user, the 
SCP code i* relatively easy to optimise and debug. The SCP 
executes interactively on a terminal which is used to receive 
messages from the SCP and other processes, and to conduct 
dialogs that are unsulted for touch panel communication. 

The primary control Interface for each console is a flexible 
touch panel system. Each panel la generated interpretively 
bom a fixed format text fib. A logical name service is used to 
provide cornmnnirathm between the appncatlon code and the 
panel description files. The COW also supports up to eight 
lmabsforthomputofojuasi<ontinfraavariabIeatotlMprc«raiu-
jpannoje 

Paranoia is a Host process with two major responsibilities: 
erriv handling and machine monitoring. All errors detected by 
•be SCPs, by other Beet programs, or by the micro software 
are sent to Paranoia which receives the messages, logs them, 
format' them, and broadcasts them to the appropriate control 
consoles. Paranoia's monitoring activities s » an evolving col
lection of diagnostic functions. It requests periodic checks of 
machine parameters such as magnet settings, klystron phases, 
temperatures, etc from the individual ficlusters. Error condi
tions reported are metered and broadcast to the consoles, fu
ture improvements will include global error analysis algorithms 
and more sophisticated diagnostics. 
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OUttr Bast Ptctfuns 
hi addition to PARANOIA and the individual SCP pro

grams running each COW or CALF console, several other pro-
p m u are included III the Host software. The DataBase Exec
utive process, OBEX, handles all network transfer* of database 
information between the VAX and the fluster*. Another pro
cess called FEEDBACK will be nepanilble for the real time 
management of the SLC, primarily coordinating fclyatron re
placement and the subsequent retiming of the machine, and 
the management of the feedback tyateaa. Other program! pro
vide network monitoring and diagnostics, error-log formatting 
and filtering, time logging of data, and Catnac or databaae 
checking. 

6. MICROCOMPUTER SOFTWARE 
The pcluster software wet deaigned to take advantage of 

the multitasking capabilities of the iRMX operating system. 
Each truster tuna 10 to IB Joba which tlmeahare according to 
their assigned priorities. The joba are organised by function, 
with a separate job tor each of the Facilitis, e.g. Magnets 
or Klystrons, plus a number of additional eerier jot*. Each 
Facility job it responsible for performing all of the monitor
ing and local control algorithms for iti clan of devices. These 
jobs execute commands received through the message service 
and use a abated common database. Network input is ban
died by two separate network server job*: one for database 
updates, the other for standard format messages. Since the 
databaae contain! the list of devices to be controlled and their 
attribute*, the aame software executes in all of the standard 
control pcluaters. 

7. LANGUAGE AND SUPPORT 
All aoftware for the SLC is written, compiled, and linked 

on the VAX. Almost all of the code for either the VAX or 
tfc' micro* is written in Fortran 77, with aome PLM 86 or 
ASM 86 routines where required in the micro*. Consider
able effort baa been devoted to making the environment for 
(•processor software development as efficient, user-friendly, and 

VAX-compatible aa possible. A full array of iRMX cross-
producta including compiler*, hnfeera, and a symbolic debugger 
have been provided to facilitate remote development and de
bugging. 
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